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Introduction:
Freckles range from clear-brownish to dark macules that affect photo-exposed skin areas.
In this bulletin we aim to compare two different methods for treating freckles with the Fotona StarWalker MaQX
system. We have used both protocols for a long period of time, so we decided to find out which one is the most
effective and with the fewest side effects. We performed both protocols on the same patient, dividing the face in
half, with protocol A on the right side of the face and protocol B on the left side of the face.
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CLINICAL CASE:
Both protocols use KTP-532 nm, but protocol A includes a short-pulse approach using Q-Switch MaQX-1 and protocol B uses a longpulse approach called Verde. Before and after the treatment, the patients must protect their skin with adequate photo-protection. The
following case was treated in 1 session, and the after pictures were taken 20 days after the session.
Conclusions:
1. We discovered that with Verde, immediate inflammation is less than with the Q-Switch MaQX 1 treatment.
2. The patient manifests less pain with the Verde treatment.
3. The results are exactly the same with both protocols.
We have been using the Verde KTP-532 nm long-pulse treatment for more than three years for pigmented lesions such as freckles,
solar lentigines, seborrheic keratosis, actinic pigmented keratosis and even melasma, with excellent results. At the moment we are
developing a clinical trial to confirm the data reported in this bulletin.
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